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10/16/10

Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Faxes Sent to Federal Student Loans-2 
1 message

Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 14, 2018 at 10:35 AM
To: leslie williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Rose Canyon
 
https://twitter.com/higginsgggg/status/985594257665802240 
https://twitter.com/higginsgggg/status/985655187225264128 
 
The Immediate below Tweet Hold's three Snap Screen Shots of the Rose Canyon Threat leslie Heard in the Morning on Christmas Day 2014 she tweeted what
she heard and took a Snap Screen Shot of it then Put in on Instagram - then around 4:30 PM on the same date12/25/14 while leslie was still in Rose Canyon
People she does not know in Any way sent her Multiple Text Messages Leslie took snap screen shots of them. One clearly states "Were sending the Police
to  your Hiking area explain that to Social Services when you get arrested again "- she put the snap screenshot of that text message on Instagram- she then
took a Snap screen shot of the Detail's of that text Message " Details show What number sent it and the date and time it was sent", she then put that
snapscreen shot on twitter- Here is a Tweet Link that hold all three Items  
 https://twitter.com/higginsgggg/status/985655187225264128
 Now John Hall who has been Featured on Many Many You Tube Video shows has clearly stated that Gangstalking Victims whom are experincing Voice To
Skull will start Mentally responding back to what they Hear- meaning they vill Internally Verbally use langauge to state things to the Perpetrators usually
based on the Theme of what they here stated thru V2k-so Extensivly You Tube Dr John Hall Sattalite terrorism until at least you hear him at least state this,
the Reason this is being stated is because of what your above to read in the Immediate below Google Group Forum Post ( Which is a Post leslie wrote in
Michigan- it is a Hacked manipulated post meaning the Perpetrators in Michigan at U of M Dearborn Mi are being strongly suspected in being the ones
whom manipulated it)- What do you see stated in the First Paragraph in this Post, Hearing Dialog threats of Calling the Police on leslie because of her
Camping- Well The Above snap screen shots clearly state that they were threatening to call the Police on leslie for Hiking( Camping? ) in Rose canyon- this
Google Group forum Post was Written and Hacked and Manipulated on 

 
leslie williams
 
https://groups.google.com/forum/m/#!topic/ffchs-daily-harassment-log/aC-4J8e1JwQ 
 
What you are about to read Leslie has planning for years at least since 2004 For anyone stupid enough to repeat the same behaviors at Multiple apartments and Along that
victim's routes deserves to be exposed for the thruth of these Matters of Proof-To circle a animal to bait him yt of a tree he hides in is what leslie does- 
 
Sections of the Gmail Email PDF titled " Faxes Sent to the Direct Loan Servicing Center Made at Canton Library 7/19/2011"
That are Relevant and to be Cross Referenced to The Other Items in this Email and Blog " Threats and resulting actions based on the Threats"
Leslie williams Tue, Jul 19, 2011 at 10:05 AM To: appoline77
 
Right Below the Gamil PDF Link your in Right now within this Blog
 
This section is in reference to the 2006 Email you see in the Email titled , " Faxes Sent to the Direct Loan Servicing Center Made at Canton Library 7/19/2011""-- PS the
Canton Library is a Library in Canton CT in which is where leslie was living before coming to San Diego Ca on 8/8/11
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Fri, October 20, 2006 5:21:43 PM Michigan citisen stalked and tortured From:Leslie williams View Contact To:kworthy@co.wayne.mi.us
Hi My name is leslie Williams 
 
Dont trust San Diego Police....Stalking across state line's is a federal offence. Leslie W ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------- Within 13 days of this email I was evicted from My campsite by the San Diego Police and days prior to that I was stalked at the
point LomaLibrary 
 
 
Now this was written in Michigan in August 2010 The Perpetrators stle Leslies rent the Very Next Month the tool they used to create the Homelessness of her again-Leslie
intentionally Made this email to Amnesty International because in 2006 when she was in San Diego she also Sent a email to Amnesty International concerning the
Harrassment and stalking happening to her in San Diego in 2006 within Days of doin this at the Point Loma Library she was evicted from her Hiking area By who SDPD-
Leslie was doin things to establish a Pattern of retaliation as a result of her exposing the Crimes happening to Her
This is the Begining of that email so you will knoq where it is at in the Email Titled Faxe's.....
 
omleslie williams lesliew21@gmail.com toaiusamw@aiusa.org 
dateWed, Aug 18, 2010 at 1:56 PM 
subjectLearning Disabled Woman Tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi
 mailed-bygmail.com hide details 8/18/10 
 
 
Words cannot describe how I am Treated,the GangStalkers are literally on the Floor of my Aprtment,They do what they have always done rent Apartments that are
adjacent to mine to solicit on a non stop bases their tactics of Direct Converstaions that are intimidating,personnal, critical and rude,They have also used conversation's
in my hallway that included the LandLord inserting himself into these conversation with them to associate himeself to them in my mind,a association tatic they use,so
when they do delay my rent as a excuse to evict That I will know that he and the property owner were involved in this terror and homelessness scheme"This is done to
cultivate Hate Dissemnation"to furthur potentiate and to keep the potentiation of whats happining to me alive in my life experience's 24/7 literally. These are the deliberate
terror schemes of GangStalkers. 
 
The Above section you just read clearly shows leslie state she was hearing threats about being evicted and the Email clearly menations Gangstalking" evictions by and
because of People- they then stole her rent the Very next months Items and details concerning how that was played out is in the Blog your in Now- Remember that leslie
states they always used the Same technique at all apartments meaning the Current one and the previous ones- these threats were repeated around 20-30 times Each day-
she also states they intentionally associate them selves to these threats by and thru the repeated Phrases and Dialog Sets- you Can also research online at Google and
You Tube The Technique of GangStalkers renting apartments adjacent to Apartments- and also know that leslie wrote emails in 2007 Years before discovering the Name
oof the crime happening to her was Called Gangstalking- this is being stated because nonhuman on this planted could be specifally detail's in a Identified technique of a
Unique crime to a tee when they dont the name of it- the techniques leslie was describing in Hundreds of emails before 6/09/09 Identically Match the described and
acknowledged methods of Gangstalking crime's.
Aslo KNow Leslie  has Caught on Numerous Audio Files at least 30 Of the Words Dialog sets of Gangstalk oh my God being repeated in 3 Different Bank of America
Locations in San Diego since 8/8/11- they are clearly mentioned in the Section this paragraph is referencing too concerning the 2010 Email Made in Michigan about
Michigan.--------
 
 
Ok Now Check this out- this is a section of another Email from 2008 made in Michigan pasted in the Email - Titled
" Faxes Sent to the Direct Loan Servicing Center Made at Canton Library 7/19/2011"Scan thru it until you get to this Part within it - This section of it pasted here between
these Qoute's below this email the section is in
 
--Original Message-- From: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM Date: 2/25/2008 9:58:07 AM To: dlservicer@smime.acs-education.com Subject: Direct Loan Email Support
formid: 4 submitTime: 02/25/2008 09:57:00 AM SSN: ********** First Name: Last Name: WILLIAMS, LESLIE Your Email Address: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM Day Phone:
6153849777 Email Type: Account Inquiry Department: Comments: Attention Dirct loan Servicing center 
 
 
"" and teh Harrassemnt i dealt with in class and By the Secritary of the Campus Saftey Office was Laced with the 100 % Diaolg and incidents that occurred within my Flat I
was renting at the time-  
 

mailto:To%3Akworthy@co.wayne.mi.us
mailto:lesliew21@gmail.com
mailto:toaiusamw@aiusa.org
http://mailed-bygmail.com/
mailto:TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM
mailto:dlservicer@smime.acs-education.com
mailto:TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM
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(That was referring to the Appolice apartment rented in 2005-2006) and the Apartment on Steadman rented between 1999 and 2004- The Gangstalking stated on Steadman
around 2002 
 
 
REMEMBER what you seen in the Snap Screen shots above concerning Rose Canyon in 2014
Now here are items concerning San Diego- Proving the Fact that leslie stated in Michigan that the dialog sets sehe experinced at HFCC
 was the same dialog sets she was hearing at her apartment at the Time leslie wrotein October 2008- so that is being exposed in the 
Following paragraph that is In the Two Rows of 7's Right here .
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What do you here leslie state at exactly  10:09 -10;27   into the Video-Leslie clearly states that they Setup a Group of Homeless Bums whom keep her up at night to Constantly

repeat what-GangStalking being said and constantly repeated for 3 Hours in a Row and then Laugh about it
Look at the Video's publish date and the Fact leslie introduces a Phone within the Video that shows the Date and time.

The Goal concerning what is in these two Rows of 7's is to look at what leslie states she is experinencing, wheir its occurring at and the Dates the Videos are published and any videos

that show her showing the Date on her phone within the Video's- the Goal is to prove at least the Following descriptions- Conspiracy Collusion  Solicitation Illegal GPS 

Tracking Stalking  Mental Anguish and distress Criminal harrassment and threats-Sexual harrassment all of these are Felony's when their done even once

 to repeat them they then become Class A Felony's- this First video Here is a way to show leslie was stating they were set up Directly Adjacent to her to Deliver 

these Harrassing Non Stop Threats and Sexual Harrassment- ( because their are additional videos right below this One that clearly shows leslie at that area exposing other Harrassment

attached to the Harrassment mentioned in the video immediatly below) because the Harrassment is Identicle at Multiple Places. They made leslie homeless in 

Michigan she then moves to CT and experinced the Same Thing then Moved to San Diego- the Goal is for you to cross reference what is Between the two rows of 7's to the Pasted

information above of the Statements mentioned in  multiple emails made in Multiple years and states is Identicle to the evidence in the attached pasted links within the two Rows of

 7's, which is also clearly proving the Rose Canyon Section at the Top of this Email

Ok Here we Go the Evidence in these two Rows of One is to prove that was was stated concerning the Above attached section of the 2008 Email pasted above from shows
leslie was telling the truth - that the Harrassment she endured in Class that she told HFCC Campus  Saftey in Michigan  is identicle to what she was hearing at her
apartments well the evidence shows leslie experincijng harrassment at wooded areas she stays at is Identicle to University Harrassment caught YEARS later in san Diego-
Here is that Pasted section of the 2008 email right here then Proceed
 
( Ok Now Check this out- this is a section of another Email from 2008 made in Michigan pasted in the Email - Titled
" Faxes Sent to the Direct Loan Servicing Center Made at Canton Library 7/19/2011"Scan thru it until you get to this Part within it - This section of it pasted here between
these Qoute's below this email the section is in
 
--Original Message-- From: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM Date: 2/25/2008 9:58:07 AM To: dlservicer@smime.acs-education.com Subject: Direct Loan Email Support
formid: 4 submitTime: 02/25/2008 09:57:00 AM SSN: ********** First Name: Last Name: WILLIAMS, LESLIE Your Email Address: TROJANHIGGS@YAHOO.COM Day Phone:
6153849777 Email Type: Account Inquiry Department: Comments: Attention Dirct loan Servicing center 
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"" and teh Harrassemnt i dealt with in class and By the Secritary of the Campus Saftey Office was Laced with the 100 % Diaolg and incidents that occurred within my Flat I
was renting at the time-  
 
(That was referring to the Appolice apartment rented in 2005-2006) and the Apartment on Steadman rented between 1999 and 2004- The Gangstalking stated on Steadman
around 2002  )
 

What do you here leslie state at exactly  10:09 -10;27   into the Video-Leslie clearly states that they Setup a Group of Homeless Bums whom keep her up at night to Constantly

repeat what-GangStalking being said and constantly repeated for 3 Hours in a Row and then Laugh about it
Look at the Video's publish date and the Fact leslie introduces a Phone within the Video that shows the Date and time.
 

12/21/13 Learning Disabled Woman makes a Xmas Comedy Video To Make 

you Laugh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qB8Z7ryHEJM&index=3&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&t=639s 
 
The Following is Only Part of the Massive evidence leslie has Concerning UCSD and SDSU.In all of these Video's unless otherwise Notated doyou hear different people repeating
Gangstalk, Oh My God Suck Dic# and or Suck the Dic# and or Suck on the Dic#- these words are stated Back to Back but by Differnt People Collusion Conspiracy solicitation and the
Other Legal Terms described in this Email
 
This Occurred right outside of the Price Center Food Court Building on UCSD campu 2013
 
8/18/13 Learning Disasabled Woman Asks do hear GangStalking said in any of these Enclosed Video's 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxYVJnlgn28&t=0s&index=2&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF 

7/08/13 Learning Disabled Woman Exposes Evidence of UCSD GangStalking ? - 1-10 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjBNFfyRrE4&index=7&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF 
 

UCSD Gangstalking caught being Repeatedly said 8/16/2012 around Target of this Crime 2-of -3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwxYcqlYeQ0&index=37&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF 
 
SDSU right out side of the SDSU love Library and the SDSU Food Court- Their are 4 Video's pertaing to this Event on  
Youtube every one of them show the Same technique detailed immediatly above

Learning Disabled Woman Exposes GangStalking harrassment- Direct Conversation's at SDSU on 1/26/12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj8x5r58wZ4&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&index=4 

GangStalking Caught AGAIN Occuring Around Leslie W at Wooded area's In LaJolla

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iicW_sizHe0&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&index=28 

12/05/13 Learning Disabled Woman EXPOSES San Diego Police Gross Negligence of Duty ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qB8Z7ryHEJM&index=3&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&t=639s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxYVJnlgn28&t=0s&index=2&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjBNFfyRrE4&index=7&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwxYcqlYeQ0&index=37&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj8x5r58wZ4&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iicW_sizHe0&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&index=28
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Preview YouTube video 12/21 Preview YouTube video 8/18/1 Preview YouTube video 7/08/1

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMfUKraAUBM&list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF&index=91 

4/15/14 CAUGHT CAUGHT GANGSTALKING Learning Disabled Woman Lajolla Ca

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sk8HrSldudA&list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QEhrmPAQ96d5gYnaRy&index=7&t=0s 

8/20/15 Video of GangStalking Text messages & More sent to Learning Disabled Woman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IINCsJYoFek&list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QEhrmPAQ96d5gYnaRy&index=9 

8/26/15 San Diego Park Ranger Says It Worked when told she Baited Police to come to her

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fzkEMjPb7w&index=8&list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QEhrmPAQ96d5gYnaRy 

8/9/15 GangStalking Audio Evidence Played to SDPD Officers they Denie they Heard Harrassment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j24WsqxshkA&index=44&list=PLG0HywY45nLHE5-kEmTt3u38puqIaU9Q4 
Leslie received a Ticket concerng the Event in the Immediate 2 Above Videos when she went to Court this Was Caught on her tape recorder on all  Court Dates

San Diego Prosecutors & Public Defenders Caught Repeatng GangStalker Suck My D### GangStalk Oh MyGod

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulEXcgCsI_4&index=17&list=PLG0HywY45nLHE5-kEmTt3u38puqIaU9Q4 
 
Gillman ucsd sdpd and more 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0HywY45nLE-acEfeJZO7MiB0zKlfnDv 
 
MTS GangStalk Oh My God Suck my Di## 
 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QEhrmPAQ96d5gYnaRy 
 

UCSD SDSU WOODED AREA PROSECUTORS

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0HywY45nLGrxKmIlXnzdz7keAFm8fPF 
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